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DEPARTMENT OF SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH AND FIRE OFFICES' COMMITTEE
JOINT FIRE RESEARCH ORGANIZATION

.BUOYANT DIFFUSION FLAMES:

SOME MEASUREMENTS OF AIR ENTRAINMENT, HEAT TRANSFER AND
FLAME MERG-ING-

by

P. H. Thomas, R• .Bald.w:i.n and A. J. M. Heselden

Fire Researoh Station, .Bareham Wood, England

SUMMARY

Thistledown has been used as a traoer to measure the flow of air
toward.s ethyl alcohol and wood fires 91 em in diameter and a smaller town
gas fLre. The total quantity of air below the mean flame height is
approximately one ord.er times the stot.chf.ometr-i.c requirements, a subs tan
t:l.al part; of the air flowing upward.s around the flame. The total flow
also exceeds that estimated from entcainment theory and measurements of
f'Lams tip ve.Iocdty , The mean conoentration of oxygen on the flame axis
and. the heat transfer back towards the fuel surface have also been
measured. The convecti.on transfer at 1-2 om above the fuel surface was
found to be a.bout 1/ 5 of the total heat transfer at the centre increasing
to a.bout t at the edge. The meaaur-ed mean axial temperature rise at the
mean flame height was about 300-350 degC for wood and alcohol and 500 degC
1'or" town gas , The average period of the eddies outside the flame and the
oo:crespo:nding length were about 0.7 sec and 15 om respectively. No
varia.tion was found m.th height above the base ,

Elementary Considerations of entrainment and the motion of flames have
been applied to the merging of the flames from two nearby rectilinear fuel
b ed.s and there is reasonable agreement between theory and experiment.
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Introduction

Flames in freely burning fires, whether in buildings or in the open;
have generally a low initial momentum compared with that induc~d)bY their
buoyancy 0 Following the work of Hawthorne, Weddel and Hottel ~ 1 for
high momentum f+~~s)the heights of bouyant flames have been correlated
by Thomas et al~2).U for a given fuel by e quatd.cns of the form

~~ = ~ ( ~~)
and Putnam and Speich(4) showed that the correlation

.. L
held for long flames from small diameter burners (-"'1O~100). It is not
known· how these correlations should be extrapolateR to the low values of
LID typical of most mass fires, say, beyond the range of 50 m linear size.
Theory suggests that Eq. (1) can be described by power laws but the index
may be a weak function of the value of L/D. There is some likelihood that
a simple power law extrapolation from laboratory experiments, in which there·
is a continuous flame envelope, overestimates the flame length of large fires
where the flame envelope may cease to be continuous over the whole burning
area.

Putnam and Speich(4) and Thomas(5) have attempted to interpret equations
of the above kind quantitativel¥ in terms of the rate of entrainment of air
into the rising gases and Yokoit6) has treated flames as· if they were plumes,
obtaining the flame length from the point where the temperature fell to some
given value.

The use by Thomas of the concept of entrainment was based on a simple
extension cf, the result obtained from work on plum~s(7)(8)(9) suoh as has
been made for flames with high initial momentum~10) • The entrainment
constant expressed as a ratio of the sideways flow to the maximum upward
veloci ty is 0.16 for a plume from a line source and where there are
substantial density differences it was assumed that thifAwa, a {~tiO of
mom~nta, so that the entrainment constant becomes 0.16~~(roh) ~

The effective vertical velocity was taken as .

w =

so that the inflow

0.36 (~~~)"~
velocity was

(2i)

" :l.

II\T' = 0.16xoo'36 (*)
and the mean rate of mass flow per un~ area into a flame of height
was

(2ii)

L



(2iii)

=

=
II

m" 0.16 x0.36 x,f{~t
0.05f~(~r~

This equation was used to e~imate the air flow into various flames
including a flame from a s'quar'e source under a canopy where each side was
treated as one si~e qf a strip source. Putnam has extended this approach
to multiple firesl11).

Although the quantitative results appear to be reasonably satisfactory
there have been few direct measurements of entrainment into, flames and none
for short turbulent flames. This paper describes experiments where the
entrainment into the flames from ethyl alcohol (industrial methylated spirit),
and wood (European Redwood (Pinus sylvestris)) fires 91 cm in diameter has
been directly measured at various heights together with the oxygen concentra
tion in the flames and the thermal feedback to the burning fuel. Some
measurements have also been made for town gas burning from a 30 cm square
burner. In a second part of the paper the simple concepts of entrainment
and the deflection of flames have been applied to' the merging .of flames from
nearby fires.

These measurements and their interpretation are acknowledged to be
incomplete but in view of the current interest in the subject these data
are presented at this preliminary stage of the study.

Apparatus and measurements

Both the alcohol and wood cribs were burnt in a circular vertical
sided steel tray, 91 cm in diameter surrounded by a circular asbestos wood
board, 276 em in diameter" covered with aluminium foil, in the plane of the
top of the tray. For most of the fires, the tray was supported on a
calibrated weighing apparatus incorporating a strain gauge; this necessi
tated a gap of about 1 cm between the tray and surrounding board. In a
few of the alcohol fires the burning rate was measured by volume replacement.
Most of the wood cribs were made from ten layers of 1.1 cm square section
sticks spaced 4 cm apart, alternate layers being laid at right angles and
nailed together. Measurements of thermal feedback have also been made for
cribs of five layers of 2.5 cm sticks spaced 8 cm apart. The cribs were
cut to fit closely within the tray, the top of the crib being about 1 cm
below the top of the tray~ About 300 ml of kerosine was applied to the
lowest layer of sticks so that the whole of the crib could be ignited
quickly by a gas poker'. Measurements of air flow ,:were' made with the
alcohol surface 11-14 cm, and heat transfer measurements with the surface
2.5-4 cm, below the tr~ edge. Oxygen concentrations have been measured
for both depths.

Town gas was burnt by passing a measured flow through a horizontal
burner 30 cm square formed form a square porous-refractory, surf'ace
combustion heater. An asbestos wood board covered with aluminium foil
extended 60 cm around the burner in the same plane.

The velocity of air flowing towards the flame was found by
photographing the movement of illuminated thistledown against a black
background. The achene was removed from the pappus of the Creeping
Thistle, Cirsium arvense' (L.) Scop. and the pappus expanded in an oven at
about 60oC. These particles were chosen because ,their low inertia and
large surface' area enabled them to follow low and varying air currents and
they were large enough to show up well in photographs taken at some distance
from the flame. They had a terminal velocity of 18 cm/sec, and their
horizontal velocity would be effectively the mean horizontal air velocity
within a few cms of their release point.
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The camera was placed behind a rotating shutter which exposed and
covered the lens for alternate periods of 0.11 sec and the film was exposed
for about 2 sec just after releasing the thistledown about 1 m from the flame.
The time to travel between two points of the image of the trace on the negative,
and hence the velocity! were found from the number of interruptions in the trace.,

Several particles were released simultaneously and each photograph usually
exhibited several long regularly interrupted traces. Photographs were taken
and particles released from different positions until a large number of traces'
covering the region near the flame was obtained. Readings were taken on both
sides of the flame to eliminate as' far as possible the effect of any systematic
draught in the laboratory.

The mean flame height was obtained from other photographS taken at 5 'sec
~ intervals over the whole period of the experiments and the upward velocity of

the tip of the visible flame was determined from a short cine record.

• G-as was extracted from the wood and alcohol flame by a water-cooled probe
and, after drying, its volumetric oxygen concentration was determined by means
of a paramagnetic oxygen me ter ,

The temperature at points at 20 em intervals on the flame axis near to the
flame tip was measured by means of six thermocouples,

The downward convection and radiation heat transfer at the base of the
alcohol and wood flames were mea~ured with an instrument developed by the
Joint Fire Research Organizationl12)" The receavang surface was about 1-2 em
above the level of the liqUid surface or in the plane of the top of the crib.

Burning rate,

Air flow measurements with the alcohol flame were made after a steady
burning rate had been attained. There was some variation between runs, the
highest burning rate being 13 per cent greater than the lowest.

The 'rate of burning of tile 1,1 em wood cribs varied during each burn"
rising to a maximum at about 3 min after ignition. The rate: of burning of
the 2.5 em wood was sensibly constant between 3 and 8 min after ignition.
The mean rates of burning,' together with the flame heights and other
quanti ties are given in Table 1.

, The' flame height of the wood cribs calculated f~m the measured mean
burning rate and the relation given by Thomas et al 2)(5) for flames from
square fuel beds, was about 60 per cent higher than that measured. In
the present experiments the sides of the fuel beds were enclosed, while
those from which the correlation was derived had open sides, 'This
difference will be the subject of further study.

AIR FLOW INTO FLAMES

Analysis of data

The turbulent'motion of tile flame caused fluctuations in the motion of
the inflowing air and to find the pattern of the mean air flow it was necessary
to obtain as many values of the air velocity as possible over the region of
interest. Because it was impracticable once the particles had been released
to control the position of each measurement the data were grouped at a number
of specified points. A vertical mesh of squares, of 15-cm side including the
flame axis, was defined and a mean velocity found for each square' from
velocities obtained from those parts of the traces falling within the square.
Over curved parts of the traces the length and inclination of the straight line
joining the beginning and end of each trace within the square were' measured.
The velocity was then calculated from the known frequency of interruption over
the measured length of trace. To' investigate the variation of the mean inward
velocity with po'ad,tion the mean value found by the system of grouping was taken
as representing the mean value' at the centre of the 15-cm squarej. to calculate
the volume rate of air flowing into the flame this mean value was taken as the
mean velocity over the whole square',
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Air ve Lo'cd,ties

, Figure 1 shows the variation' in the horizontal component of the air velocity
wi th height at different distances from the axis of the flame, for each fuel, each
plotted pOint being the arithmetic mean of three to sixteen readings.' The smooth
line is deduced by int,erpolation from data for other radial and axial po sd.tdons ;
The velocities of the air e~trained by the' alcohol flames show greater scatter
about the line than the velocities for ,the wood or town gas flames, at correspond~

ing distances from the flame axis.

Volume flow of air

Figure 2 shows the variation with distance from the flame of the volume rate of
flow through cylindrical 'surfaces of various heights surrounding and concentric with
the flame. This' variation has been assumed to be effectively linear; this appears
to be valid near the base of the flame although' at the tip the variation is almost
certainly non~linear. The horizontal volumetric air flow is then constant until
it decreases with the radius because of the upward air flow near the flame.
However, since the errors are cumulative the results are. not sensitive enough to
enable the true variation to be found. It is clear from these results that for
the larger fires there is a measurable upward air movement on a level with the top
of 'the flame, even at the farthest points for which the measurements were' obtained,
so' that it is' not possible' to determine the total air flow towards the fire over
the whole he'ight of the flame, The results give an underestimate.

The original calculation by Thomas assumed that the effective entrainment
surface was pyramidal., However, for these experiments in which a considerable
upward flow has been found, it would seem more realistic to compare measured and
calculated flows through a cylindrical surface having the same radius as the fuel
bed. Values of this flow were estimated from the measurements by extrapolating
the data to this surface.· The results are shown in Table 2, together with values
calculated from Eq. 2(iii) for the, s ame surface which are seen to be about two
thirds of the estimates based on measured values.' Figure 3 shows the variation of
the ratio mA/mF with height for different fuels at a distance of 68 'cm from the
axis, a position for which data are available for each fuel. These curves were
obtained from the data in Fig. 2 and were used to dra:rr the lines shown in Fig., 1.

In calculating the mA/mF curves an average rate of burning was taken for each
fuel. Since the variation in the rate of burning of wood was Large , the mA/mF
ratio for these fires was derived by an additional method, for comparison. The
individual velocity readings obtained from the photographs were diV±d:ild by the
instantaneous value of the burning rate and the results grouped and averaged as
in the first method. ,There' was little difference between the mA/mF curves found
by the two processes.

Figure' 3 shows that the mA/mF curves for wood and alcohol at 68 cm from the
flame axis are indistingl!ishable up to' a height of about 70' em, while the curve
for town gas at 68 cm from the axis: lies' somewhat below them.

Oxygen concentration

The measured concentration of oxygen in the dried gas on the axis of the flame
is .shown in Figo 4. An appreciable amount of oxygen is. present quite low in the
flames, suggesting either that the rate of chemical reaction is' slow compared with
the rate of mixing of fuel and air" or more' probably that even low doWn in the
flame air penetrates to the' flame centre in some of the large turbulent f'Luc tua-'
tiona. The increasing concentration with height within the flame implies that
pockets of air mixed with t\ombustion products are present on the axis for
relatively longer per-i.cda , It will beileen that oxygen penetrates more readily
into the flame where the aloohol surface is higher, i.e o where the ullage is less.
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Flame tip measurements

The flame tip is defined as the mean position of the nuctuating visible
f'lame zone and its mean height is shown in Table 1, but there is some
speculation as to its meaning in relation to other name variables; It is
sometimes defined as the point where suffuient air .has been entrained for
stoichiometric combustion. However, Table 1 and the mA/mF curves sho:w
that sufficient air is drawn towards the name quite low doWI). ~d it has
been shown that oxygen is present near the fuel bed. Yokoi\6) and Thomas(5)
have def'ined the flame tip by a certain rise in temperature,. and by a simple
heat balance this can be associated with an air to' fuel ratio.

Thus if ~ = mA + ~

~GTcT =~ H (1~R)

Therefore GT ~ mpH (1-R)

m.t'T

The data of Rouse, Yih and Humphries(8) show that the mean centre line
temperature of plumes is' given by

GT = 1.67 GC

and Thoinas{5)' has used this in estimating the flame tip temperature
assuming that at the top of the flame the horizontal temperature distri
bution is the same as for a plume. Table 3 shows the temperatures for
the different fuels computed from Eq. (3) using the information in Table
1 and the values of mp,fmF extrapolated to the' tray edge assuming R =,*.

Also included are a few I1fElviously unr-epor-ted measurements to~ether

with a measurement py Yokoi(13), and values calculated by Thomas(5) and
Putnam and Speichl4).

The use of the pyrlllllidal surface by ThciIilas led to a 'mean temperature
rise of 510 degC at the tip of' a f'lame from a wood :!'ire. This is seen
to' exceed the values that have now been measured (300-360 degC). If a
cylindrical surface is. used in calculating the air flow from Eq. 2(iii)
the ratio of the air flow to the measured fuel now leads to a lower
value of 290 degC, which is seen to be in good agreement with the
measured data. As shOwn above, there is a difference betwe,en the two
estimates for the total air flow through a cylindriCal surfa,ce and this'
difference" perhaps fortuitously, corresponds to the difference between
the burning rate calculated from the flame height and that measured.

< Raaba.sh ; Rogowski and Starke14) have measured the upward velocity of
the name tip during an oscillation for pool fires and Heselden( 15) for
town gas fires; their results are consistent with the velocity being
proportional to the square root of the height(5). The upward tip
velocity has been determined frcnn a cine record of the 91 cm diameter
alcohol fires and the results are shown in Fig. 5. These results have
been analysed by grouping the data at 15-cm intervals, so that each
platted poi.nt is the mean of a number of readings. The velocity is
proportional to the square roat of height at the top of the f'lame zone
but when the f~e tip is near its lowest point the power of the height
is greater.

The measured flame tip velocity

w = 1.1

w from the graph is given by:

(gz )'/1.
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The constant of propo~tior~lity 1.1 compares with that of 1.0 obtained from
the results of Rasbash et al on which Eq. (2i) was based, and with the value
of 0.95 obtained by Heselden. The mean upward velocity of the gases has not
yet been determined although the mean inflow can be used to estimate it once
a distribution has been assumed" However, it is expected that the time mean
upward velocity of gases on the axis will be greater than the flame tip
velocity near the base.

Dis tinc tion between rising column and flame zone

The flame shape and residence time of the alcohol flames are shown in'
Fig. 6, the residence time for a given height being the time during which
the flame is continuous up to that height. It is' clear that there is a
marked difference between the mean position of the flame and the surface
aCl'OSS which air flow has been measured. Before entering the flame and
being destroyed, some of the thistledown particles were conveyed upwards sa
that all the air aeasured flowing towards the flame did not enter the flame
zone. The allowance made for this in the heat balance was based on the
assumption that the distributions of vertical veLoc.ity and temperature across
the plume at the top of the flame were those eventually established in the
plume higher up , Calculated temperatures were too low for wood and town
gas and too high for alcohol which suggests that any systematic error in this
assumption is' masked by other effects.

Measurements were made in the thistledown experiments of the upward
component of air veloc! ty around the alcohol flames allowing for the free
fall velocity of the thistledown particles; its increase with height at a
distance of 76 em from the flame axis is shown in Fig. 7.

Fluctuation

Some of the particles used as tracers followed a looped path and from
these it was possible to measure some of the characteristics of the eddy
movements they represented. The average length and period of the eddies,
measured as the distance and time between consecutive peaks of the looped
path was 14.7 cm and 0.66 sec respectively for the alcohol flames (average
of 30 results) and 15.2 cm and 0.71 sec respectively for the wood flames
(average of 20 results). These times and lengths did not vary with height
in the fifty available measurements.

The pel~od of oscillation of the alcohol flame tip, measured from the
cine record was 0.6 seo, whioh corresponds to the period of the eddies.

HEAT TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS

The heat transfer measurements are given in Table 4. As would be
expected both in the a.LcohoL and in the wood flames the radiati.on fell
towards the perimeter of the fire, the decrease being :,:,elatively larger
in the wood flames probably because they were shorter and the configuration
factor of the flame varied more. The radiation at the centre of the tray
was some 30 per cent larger for the 1_1-cm wood fires than for the alcohol
fires even though the wood flames were some 30 per cent shorter. At 19 om
from the centre of the tray the radiation for the 1.1-cm wood crib was only
slightly lower than for the comparable aloohol fires., A higher radiatioI} )
would be expected for wood fires beoause of their higher flame emissivityt15 •

The measured values of convection transfer in the alcohol flame were
lowest at the tr~ centre, presumably because this was a relatively stagnant
low-temperature region, while near the rim hot gases were flowing over the
receiver and fuel surface. Because the receiver of ~~e heat-flux meter was
between 1 and 2 cw above the alcohol surface the measured convection values
are likely to be higher ,than the aotual transfer to the surface particularly
towards the rim of the, tray where the region of vapour above the liquid
surface was thinner than at the centre. At the tray centre the measured
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convection component was about 1/5 of the radiation component; and 8 cm from( 6)
the tray rim it was ~bout t. This is' in accordance with the view of Hottel 1, ,
and Burgess et al(17)(18), that radiation transfer is the predoiDinant mechanism
controlling burniIig rate for large trays of liquid fuel; Although the radiative
and convective components'varied, their sum i.e. the total heat transfer was
relatively constant over the whole of the surface of the fuel.

The oonvectioil transfer in' the wood flames was of the same order as' in the
alcohol flames but it was generally highest at the crib centre. This difference
in conveotion distribution be tween alcohol and wood cribs (if real and not due to'
an overestimate of the alcohol convection heat transfer) is" presumably related to
the different disposition of the fuel, which allows some air' to fall into the
crib.

A thermocouple on the same level as the heat flux meter and 11 cm from the"
tray centre reoorded temperatures of 50o-6000C so that the measured conveotion
transfer to the heat-flux meter ,receiver held at 900C corresponded to a mean_

1heat transfer coefficient at the tray centre of about 4-5 x 10-'4 cal om-2sec
degC-1~, The corresponding value for the wood cribs was similar.

Although the data are insufficient to permit an accurate correlation to be
made of the burning rate of wood and the total downward heat transfer a comparison
of the results suggests that for comparable burning rates the heat transfer from
the flame to the 1.1-om wood crib was' at least 50 per oent greater than that for
the.2.5-om wood orib which was equivalent to 200 cal/g, This difference implies
that the burning rate of these cribs was not controlled entirely by heat received
from the flame above the crib.

The heat transfer to the alcohol corresponded to a value of 360 oa~g for
the' hea t required to evaporate alcohOl whioh is higher than the calculated
increase in enthalpy of ethyl aloohol between liquid at room temperature and
vapour at the boiling point (about 250 cal/g). This may to some extent be
due to an overestimate of the radiation transfer since the heat-flux meter
receiver was 1-2 em above the liquid surface and some radiation may be absorbed
in the alcohol vapour- just above the surfaoe. The conveotion component
mentioned earlier might also have been overestimated.

DISCUSSION

It was not possible to, estimate the total amount of air moving towards the
upper part of the flame because measurements could not be made far enough away
from the flame outside" the region where there was some upward movement.' Even
so', the measured amount of air is conafderabIy in excess of the stoichiometric'
requirements and a considerable part of it, does not enter the flame zone but
is dragged upwards outside' the flame.

Calculations Of the air flow into' the flame zone itself," 'based on Eq. (2),
and the apprOximation that the flame zone is a cylinder with a" diameter equal
to the burner, give air flows abOut § of those measured.

(19) ~ )F-i '!~F-fRioou and Spalding have correlated (ill,) with D ) where F
is a Froude Number including an allowance for the in:Ltial mentum and the
heat released in combustion but out data lie, outside" the range of values
correlated by this method. They based their correlation for radially
symmetrical plumes on the equation.

dm', _
'dz' -

where M was taken as' the local mOmentum at the height z , However,
v\,-lues of dm, obtad.ned from our data aremuoh more constant withz than is
!ll2. A p~, at least of this' difference probably ard ses because the above
relation is inappropriate' when mixing is not complete across a horizontal,
section as in the potential oore of a jet. In the lower part of a flame
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the vertical velocity is probably greater near the edge where reaction is
occurring than in the centre, and mixing would be expected to be related to
the properties of the flow near this edge rather than to those of the section
as a whole.

This demonstrates one of the limitations to the concept of entrainment,
i.e. if it is generally physically valid it must be related to, readily
identifiable and definable velocities and boundaries - a difficulty partly
responsible for the difference between the air flow measured as moving
towards the flame and that ac tually ,en tering the flame zone.

A second limitation is inherent in the assumptions made in justifYing
the use of an entrainment constant. The only velocity to which the sidewaYs
velocity can be proportional is the local vertical velocity and not only may
the constant of proportionality be dependent on the shape of the velocity
distribution across the section but also on any other dimensionless parameter
so that the ratio of pressure head gradient to velocity head gradient is also,
in principle, a factor. Pressure gradients are conventionally neglected in
plumes and jets and insofar as' -they affect entrainment will be neglected in
the discussion of merging flames below, but it is known that the flow of air
into a fire inside- an enclosure with,- say, one window is determined by the
pressures induced by the "chimney effect"when the window is' small. As the
windows become larger this chimney effect becomes less and eventually the flow
approximates to that in the open where the concept of entrainment would seem
to be appropriate.

The use of an entrainment relation for flames where the boundary across
which the entrainment is calculated is identified with the boundary of the
visible flame is, at best, an approximation; and any theory for these flames
must take this into account as well as providing a rational criterion for
determining the height of the flame.

The main conclusion from this work so far is that the amount of air
flowing towards the fire and the extent of the penetration of oxygen to the
axis of the flame are more than previously estimated from theory based on
analogy with plumes. The heat transfer for these experimental fires is
mainly by radiation.

MERGING' FLAMES

Whilst the properties of flames from one isolated fuel bed are still
inadequately known it is desirable in many practical situations to have
some knowledge of the behl}vi~ur of flames from a number of nearby fuel
beds. Putnam and Speich~20) have measured the increase in flame length
for various arrangements of different numbers of fires from effectively
point sources, but there are very little data for fires with relatively
short flames. The height of the flames from a single fuel bed has been
related to the burning rate by equations of the form of Eq. (1). However,
where there are two or more nearby flames, the flame height L will also
be a function of S, where S is characteristic of the separation between
the beds. Thus

•

L =
D

where f 1 is a function of the number of fuel beds and their orientation one
to the other. Equations (1) and (4i) can be combined to give
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The multiple fire problem is complex and, for a first analysis, a
considerably simplified model is necessary. Here only two nearby fires
burning at a constant rate are considered. Experiments have been conducted
to measure the separation S of the two fuel beds and the flame heights
when the fla.nles have just merged and these measurements compared with a
simplified ~~eory. Because a theoretical model of multiple fires haa to
take into' account 'the complexities of their arrangement and the interaction
between them" the description of eaoh single fire must be as simple as
possible.

Equation (2) has pr'evt.oua.Iy been used to estimate the flow of air into
the flame zone, but as yet no direct confirmation has been' obtained of its
accuracy. It gives about i of the measured flow towards the fire for the
experiments described above but some of this air does not enter the flame
zone. Air cannot be said to flow upwards outside the flame on the inner
sides of merging flameso In view of these' and other uncertainties the
air entering the flame is calculated by Eq. (2): this should be expacte d
to give results of the right order.

Theory

A column of hot rising gases entrains air from its surroundings,' so'
that when a flame is placed in the neighbourhood of another, the resulting
restriction of the air flow causes a pressure drop in the space between
the two. The flames are' thus deflected from the vertical, the greatest
deflection occurring where the pressure drop is greatest. Consider two
rectangular horizontal fuel beds on a continuous horizontal surface, the
long sides being parallel as shown in Fig. 8. Suppose the two flames,
height 1, are just merging. If the radius of curvature of each flame
is large compared with its length we may take the axis of the flame as
straight. Then the only forces acting on the flames, other than the
viscous forces and the upward thrust from the burner, which are generally
both negligible in actual fires, are the buuyancy B upwards,' and a
resultant pressure thrust P acting normal to the axis. 1et each axis
be inclined at angle p to the vertical. Then resolving normal to the
axis

Bsinp'=P

The buoyancy force is due to the density differences between the flame
and its surroundings and acts on a coLumn of hot gases of width D; say.
Consider an element of the plume of hot gases of volume 5. V in a plane'
perpendicular to :the long sLde of the rectangle', height 1" width D,.

Then

B = Jnl~~L~ J.V
&'1. "10

If as a first approximation Q is assumed constant over the height of the
flame, and over the width D

~~a 1DW (6)
, "To

When the flames' are touching, air flows down a channel whose cross section
is approximately triangular and if u is the average velocity of the air
flowing into the ends of the channel

L

~ - wJ 'IT" dz.
..2

0 "

- 9-



It will be assumed that entrainment is unaffected by the pressure drop on one
side of the flame or by the Leanfng of the flames. This assumption is not
expected to be true for all situationa involving a group of fires, but is is"
probably a reasonable first approximation in the situation under discussion.

From Bernoulli's equation and Eq. (2) the pressure drop, for small values
of s/W is

p ff Ut:!)2 2"=2 A (3Sj (0.16 x 0.36) (8)

The pressure thrust on each flame for small values of fl is" then given by

When the flame tips are touching

• .J • S
san p :: 2L

Substituting Eq. (6) (9) and (10) into (5) we obtain

W
2L2

=~
T 1 1n- - - (0.077)2S3n TA 2

or, since fn = TA
fA Tn

i

~ ci )2

L.
D - 9 (Iri)

Experimental

(10)

(11 )

Burners 60 x 30 cm and 30 x 30 em compr~s~ng surface-combustion radiant
panels 30""'cm square supplied with town gas were each arranged horizontally in
pairs and the space between and surrounding the two burners was ~illed in to
provide a continuous flat surface between them. The flame height and separa
tion were varied and the condition when the flames just merged was determined.
From these experiments L!L4Jv-w'5 when the flames were just merging~" These
results are plotted in Fig. 8~gether with the theoretical curve of Eq. (11).
Also included is' an observation from a large timber fire at Southall; Middlesex,:
in which flames from two stacks of timber," 150 ft x 40 ft, separated by a 20 ft
gangwEi,y,. merged at 50 ft~ These flames" were probably fully merged and there
fore this' r~8ult gives a lower limit for S: it demonstrates that the flame
height predicte d by theory is realis tic. For t his fire

WiD = 15/4; L/D =5/4; siD =1/2 ."..~.

For long flames from small burners (LID» 1) Eq. (4) would not be expected to
include D ioe. 1/1* will be a function of 1/s only, and Putnam and Speich
have presented data for long flames in this way. The approximations made
above in deriving Eq. (11) do not apply' when sin is· large, but the ef'f'ec tri.ve

- 10"-



characteristic
instead of D
be

dimension for a long flame should be some fraction of 1
or W; from Eq.. (11) the condition of merging would then

1/s = K

where K is a constant

Taking an effective mean diameter for the flame of order 1/20 gives K = 12;.
for 1/10, K is reduced to 9.

With nozzles 0.371 in. in diameter and comparatively long flames
Putnam and Speich(21) have aeaaured the increase in height of the flames
from two burners for two different separations ,. 2 in and 4 in; as the gas
flow, and thus the single flame height was Lncreased, The data were
presented in a graph as 1/1* plotted against 1*/S; taking 1/1* as 1.2
for the criterion of merging in the experiments by Putnam and Speich; 1*/S
was found by interpolation to. lie between 20 and 25. This is about twice
the e~ected value of K but there is a factor of 30 between the values
of L(D of the Joint Fire Research Organization and those of Putnam and
Speich; Their data are'shown in Fig. 8 with S = 2 in, D = 0.371 in
and 129<:1/D<16L If the condition of merging for two long flames can
be taken as a constant ratio of 1/s the slope of the line shown in Fig. (8)
must decrease as 1/D increases and it is, desirable to obtain data in the
region 10<1/D<100 ..

Discussion

Certain limitations must be imposed on the experimental results reported
above.

1 , Small flames tend to be non-turbulent particularly in the Lower- part of
the flame so' that theory over-estimates entrainment, and hence the pressure
drop between the f'Lame a , Also the estimated pressure drop is too high when
small flames from each burner become df.sccntd.nuous ,

2. The gas burners tend not to burn' evenly over their entire area at very
small gas flows so that the separation between the flames is then strictly
larger than that measured between the burners.

The calculation gives reasonable estimates of the separation producing
merging between two flames. Extra,Polating the results obtained by Putnam
and Speich to smaller values of 1/D would considerably underestimate' the
separation producing merging when 1/D is less than 10. This' is because
D, the linear dimension of the fuel bed, is an important factor influencing
the merging when 1/D is not large.

Attempts are being made' to' extend this approach to more complex
situations.

- 11 -



Notation

B

c

D

F

g

h

H

L

K

m

p

P

R

S

T

u

V

w

w

z

Q

r
p

Buoyancy force

Mean specific heat of combustion products; taken as
0.26 cal g-1 degC-1

Dimension characteristic of burning zone e.g. tray
diameter

Froude number used by Ricou and Spalding(19)

Unspecified fUnctions

Acceleration due t.o gravity

Height from rim of tray and baseboard (em)

Net calorific value of volatile fuel (cal/g)

Flame height (em)

Constant

Momentum flux

Mass rate· of flow (g/sec)

Force on flame due to· pressure· difference

Pressure difference

Fraction of heat generated by coinbustion lost by
radiation from flame

Separation between fuel beds (em)

Absolute temperature (oK)

Mean velocity of air entering channel between two·
flames (em/sec)

Volumetric flow at ambient temperature and pressure (1/sec)

Mean entrainment velocity (em/sec)

Length of long side of fuel bed (em)

Mean upward tip velocity (em,!sec)

Height (em)

Temperature rise· (degC)

Density (g/cm3)

Inclination to vertical

12



Subscripts

: Central 'vertical axis'of flame

.- '. '".
A

c

F

fl

o

"

ill,:""',' ,
..'. .~

Fuel

Flame'

Ambient

t ....

T

Superscripts

It

•

Flame tip (mean across plume)

Per unit area

Flame from an isolated fUel bed
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Table 1

Data for flames and fuel

FUel

Alcohol Wood

Surface 11-14 cm'belcw Surface 2 5-4 em belcw 1.1 cm 2.5 cm TlJifIl
tray edge (Air flew tray edge (Heat tran.efer stick stick . gas

,
measurements) . measurements) thickness thickness

Shapeof' flame base Circular Circular Circular Circular Square

Base dimension' (cm) 91 91 91 91 30
(Diam.) (Diam. ) (Diam. ) (Diam. ) ,(Side)

Mean burning rate .
(glsec) , 19 17 15 12 9

M~:;=~ rate,
2.2 2.0 - - -

Mean burning rate
Tray area

2.6 1.8(mg cm-2 soo-1) 2.9 , 2.3 10

Mean flame height
(em) 150 170 105 90 190

Net calorific value 2,500 to 3,500
(oal/g) 6,400 (Volatiles only) 6, 700

Stoichiometric
air/fuel ratio

4.0 to 4.5 8.4(mil.ss units) 9.1



Table 2

Volume flow of air

Calculated flow
Measured l/sec

flow 2(V1 ) Conical entrainmentl/sec
Cylindrical entrainment V1surface 'surface

(V2) (V3)

Alcohol 1210
. ,

0.65395 790

Wood 750 230 460 0.62

Town gas 520 185 370 0.72

- 17 -
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OJ

I

Table 3

Flane tip temperature

mA/mp !dean tempera ture Axial f'lam Axial flame

Fuel Source (extrapolated rise across plume at tip temp- tip temp~

to tray edge radius) f'lame tip (calculated) erature rise erature rise
(calculated) (measured)

deg C deg C, deg C. .
JFRQ(a)

,
Alcohol 75 245 410 320

JFRQ(a) 60 12~165 200-280 32Q-;360
JFRQ(b) - - - 300

Wood
Yokoi(c) 300- - -
Thomas(5) - - 510 -

Tcilm gas
JFRO(e.)(high

~70 A./ 275 /V 460 500proportion or
ooal gas)

City gas Putnam(high and - - 340 -proportion Speioh(4)or methane)
, ".. ' .

(a') Present experinents.

(b) Previously unreported experiments with 3Q-;om'square wood cribs.

(0') Rx:periments with 2o--om square wood oribs by Yokci (13).



•

Table 4-

Heat transf'er measurements

. .

Distance of' MellO downward
heat-flux Burning rate

.

Mean heat transf'er* NumberFuel meter receiver· f'or whole' f'lame oal om:""2seo.,.1 off'rom tray f'ue 1 surf'ace height Readingsoentre
om' g/seo om R8.diation Conveotion Total

0 17 170 0.79 0.16 0.95 7

Aloohol 19 17 170 0.82 0.22 1.04- 4-

38 17 170 0.57 0.29 0.86 .5

17 120 1.09 0.24- 1.33 1
Wood orib 0

11 110 1.03 0.12 1.15 1

15 95 0.68 0.06 0.74-' 1

1.1 -'Om stick 14- 11'0 0.79 0.15 0.94- 1
thiolaJess 19 10 110 0.65 0.13 0.78 1

7 70 0.24- 0.07 0.31 1

Wood crib 0 12 90 0.52 0.18 0.70 4-

19 12 90 0.37 0.11 0.4-8 8

2.'5-cm stick
38 12 90 0.15 0.13 0.,28 4-thiclaJess

-2 ~1
*The standard deviation of' one' reading was' about; 0.1 oal cm seo f'or radiation

heat transf'er and' about 0.05 oal oin-2seo-1 f'or conveotion transf'er.
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